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RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) [RPM] has today launched Open Pit Diamonds XPAC Solution
™
(OPDS) a Commodity Based Solution focused on scheduling open pit diamond mines.
™

Following on from the release a fortnight ago by RPM of its Oil Sands XPAC Solution (OSS) , OPDS is a
commercial-off-the-shelf product that is configurable to the specific requirements of diamond mines. This
product like the other Commodity Based Solutions uses a standard, process driven interface to make
planning activities much easier to master and more cost effective to maintain.
Richard Mathews RPM’s CEO and MD said “We really are starting to get the synergies out of a flexible
workflow platform which can be standardised based on mining method and operational process flow. The
really nice benefit of this approach is that as we add new underlying functionality to any of our Commodity
Based Solutions all of them get that functionality.”
“The mantra of Standardisation, Simplification and Commercial-Off-The-Shelf is really resonating with our
customers and prospects. The streamlining of the entire mine scheduling process from geology to scheduling,
haulage and product optimisation built on RPM’s industry leading scheduling solution, XPAC in a script free
environment is a game changer”.
Consistent with RPM’s enterprise software strategy, OPDS also integrates directly with XERAS for
®
Enterprise , RPM’s enterprise financial modelling solution.
The launch of OPDS follows the release earlier this month of RPM’s Oil Sands Solution and the releases in
2013 of RPM’s Open Pit Metals, Open Cut Coal and Underground Coal commodity mining solutions.
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About RungePincockMinarco:
RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) is the world’s largest publicly traded independent group of mining
technical experts, with history stretching back to 1968. We have local expertise in all mining regions and are
experienced across all commodities and mining methods.
Listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 27 May 2008, RungePincockMinarco is a global leader in the
provision of advisory consulting, technology and professional development solutions to the mining industry.
We have global expertise achieved through our work in over 118 countries and our approach to the business
of mining is strongly grounded in economic principles.
We operate offices in 18 locations across 12 countries.

